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SPONSORING/MONITORING AGENCY NAME(S) AND ADDRESS(ES) 10. SPONSOR/MONITOR'S ACRONYM(S)
Because Marines are the centerpiece of the Corps, how we recruit, train them, instill in them our core values and a sense of integrity and accountability, equip them to do their jobs and treat them with dignity and care and concern must be our principle interest. 
MCRC's Pool Order
Although OSOs are under extreme pressure to reach their recruiting mission, this pressure is only intensified when candidates drop out of OCS for relatively simple issues that could be alleviated prior to acceptance to OCS.
Once an OSO sends a candidate to OCS and the candidate passes the initial PFT, the OSO receives a check in the box towards accomplishing his recruiting mission. As a result, and exercise combined with a formation run around campus followed by stair work, OSOs will be doing their part to not only recruit OCS candidates, but also to ensure their success at OCS.
Corrective action
The MCRC Pool order needs a little overhauling and a lot of reinforcing. 
